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were only rubbish, might be tolerated

;

but the harm

sort of thing does can hardly be estimated.

all this

—a

Two

I

popular
magazine.
Its leading story was labeled as a "story
In it the traditional gentleman of reduced
for girls."
fortunes continued to still further deplete the family-

do not now refer to the harm of a more vicious sort
that is sometimes spoken of as the result of story reading.
I am not considering the deliberately schem-

who

her day on the stage and marries to save the farm or

I

journey

a recent railwa)'

resources by speculation, and the three daughters
figure in

most such

stories

went through the regular

taught music

one painted well and sold her
bits of canvas for ten dollars each but the third girl
had no talent except that of a cheerful temperament
and the ability to drape curtains and arrange furniture
;

;

These

attractivel}'.

they were

her father or any one

day

paces, so to speak.

One

ing nor the consciously

girls talked

now reduced

over the

that

fact,

who

girl,

likely

She

set.

else.

am

I

and

is

struts

exactly as

life

it

is

therefore disarmed at the out-

with

is filled

who

thinking of the every

simply led to see

is

to be,

;/«>/

sacrificing girl

self-

all

sorts of

dreamy ideas

of

prayer or by means of some suddenly developed previously undreamed of rich relation or lover
or, I had almost said
fairy.
And why not ? Litera-

rescue

b}'

—

—

—

and
and mother not
They joked a little, wept a few tears, and
counted.
prayed devoutly. Then the talentless one received

ture used to bristle with these intangible aids to the

at the old stand,

are fed with views of

an invitation in the very nick of time to visit the richShe
est lady in town (a cripple with a grand house).

life,

called upon to meet,
and visionary because

the pantry

went, she saw,

money by

to their last ten dollars

was empty, father

?.nd, of

ill,

course, she conquered

—

— earned

giving artistic touches to the houses of

all

months later married
the nephew of the opulent cripple. No more mention
is made of the empty pantry, the sick father, and the
two talented girls whose labor did not previously keep
the wolf from the door. But it is only fair to suppose
that the new husband was to be henceforth the head
surely a warning to most
of the entire establishment
young men contemplating matrimony under such tryAll is supposed to move on well,
ing circumstances.
however, and every hapless girl who reads such a story,
the rich people in town, and eight

—

now,

and the young
and of what they will be
which are none the less harmful
of the changed nomenclature.
A gentleman of middle age
ago "I grew up with the idea
:

those

I

belief.

have spent much time
myself to

fit

advantage.

in

the facts.

me

not long

I

mj' later years re- adjusting

It

me

placed

saw people and deeds

led to believe that s//e is the household fairy who will
meet the prince and somehow (not stated) redeem her
father's family from want and despair. For it is the object of such stories to convey the impression that everything is quite comfortable and settled after the wedding.
The young girl who reads these stories looks out upon

my

was

through the absurd spectacle thus furnished her.
She sees nothing as it is. Such little plans as she can

unfitted for

make, are based upon wholly incorrect data. Her
whole existence is unconsciously made to bend to the
idea of matrimony as a means of salvation for herself
and such as may be, to her in any way, objects of care.
Indeed, what are commonl}' known as "safe stories
for girls," are made up of just such rubbish, which if

said to

that people were like

met in books. I went out into life with that
I measured myself by those standards, and I

likely to

life

changed
on

is

true, but the fairy business goes bravely

it is

— as they are never

is

The name

helpless or stranded author.

at a great dis-

as they

were not

—

be in this world and I
could not believe that my own case was not wholly
exceptional.
I began to look at myself as quite out
My experiences were such as belied
of the ordinary.

and

reading,

it

serious struggle, that

I

a very long time and after
discovered that it was my false

standards, derived from reading popular fiction, that

had deceived me and that, after all, life had to be met
upon very different lines from the ones laid down by
the ordinary writers of fiction.
life

as

I

found

it,

I

really believe

more by the

I

was

fictions of

by any other influence."
Another gentleman a writer of renown said to
me " We may not hold the mirror up to nature as

fiction than

—

—

'

'

:

nature

is.

hold

up

it

The
to

critics will

what we

We

must

think nature

oiigJif

not have

are led to

it.

to be."

Now

that would be

all

very well, no doubt,

if

the

—
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COURT.
them when we meet them

If it were dispicture were labeled to fit the facts.
tinctly understood by the reader that in ninety-nine

pared

cases out of a hundred the outcome would be wholly
man would not turn up, in the

the exigencies of

different, that the right

nick of time, to point out to the defenseless widow that
there was a flaw in the deed. If the reader was warned
that honest effort often precedes failure ; that virtue
and vice not only may, but do, walk hand in hand down

path and sometimes get their boundary
lines quite obliterated between them. If he understood
that in life the biggest scoundrel often wore the most
benign countenance and did not go about with a leer

many

a lifelong

and a scowl that labeled him, all might be well.
A prominent woman, an authority on social topics,
who is also a writer, a short time ago announced to her
audience of ladies who gave the smiling response of a
thoughtless yes, that no one ever committed a despicable act with the head erect and the chest well out.

—

—

A dishonest man a criminal she said, a mean woman,
always carry themselves so and so
if it bore only the relationship
If that were true
of probability to truth— courts of law to determine
!

—

upon questions

of guilt or innocence,

would be quite

A photograph and an anatomical expert
would do the business. The doing of a wrong act
would become impossible to a gymnast and the grace" in the circus would be farther
ful "bareback lady
removed from all meanness of soul than any other
unnecessary.

woman

living.

—

Yet some such idea stated a little less absurdly
runs through fiction, the drama, and poetry.
Ferdinand Ward or Henry S. Ives would figure in
orthodox fiction with "furtive eyes," "a hunted" look,
and with very hard and repellant features, indeed yet
those who knew them well never discovered any such
;

Jesse

expressions.

and
was

treat his old

James would look

mother

like a brute.

a mild, quiet fair-appearing

man

like a ruffian

But

in hfe

he

\yho adored his

mother, and was shot in the back (while tenderly wiping the dust from her picture) by a despicable wretch
who was living upon his bounty at the time and acYoung girls do not
cepted a bribe to murder him.

be warned against mother Frouchards. No
sense would require such warning but the
plausible, good-looking, and often nobly-acting man
or woman who lapses from rectitude in one path
while carefully treading the straight and narrow way in

need

to

girl of fair

all

;

earnestness and with honest intent in others, are
whom the fictions of fiction leave us un-

the ones for

prepared.
villain

who

In short the people
is

who do not

exist

— the

consistently and invariably villainous,

an angel, the people who never
make mistakes, or who are able and wise enough to
rectify them nobly, and all the endless brood are faWe know all of them, and are premiliar enough.
the

woman who

is

for

But

do.

for the real

— which we never

people we are not prepared. For

for the decisions and
life that come
judgements we are called upon to make, the fictions of
We are hamfiction have contributed to disarm us.
pered. There is no precedent. We feel ourselves imposed upon; we are face to face so we believe with a
condition that no one ever met before. We are dazed we
wait for the orthodox denouement. It does not come. We
pray. There is no angel visitant who cools our fevered
brow with gentle wings and lulls our fears with promwhich
ise of help from other than human agencies
;

—

—

;

—

We sit
promises are straightway fulfilled, of course.
down and wait but no rich relation dies and leaves us
a legacy, nor does the prince appear and wed us.
Nothing is orthodox, but we have lost much valuable
and strength, and hope in waiting for it to be so.
We have failed to adjust ourselves to life as it is. We
do not measure ourselves nor others by standards that
have a par value. We are discouraged and we are
time,

at sea.

A

short time ago

The burden

of

it

was

I

read a story of the late war.
if a soldier had been brave

that,

he could also be depended upon to be honto read the story while under the
same roof with an old soldier who was at that time a
He had served faithfully while
judge on the bench.
in the army; he was brave and he, no doubt, deserved
the honorable discharge he received, and yet while he
sat on the bench he applied for a pension on the
ground of incurable disease. While those papers were
being investigated and one doctor was examining him
for his pension, he also applied and was examined for
life insurance as a perfectly sound man and healthy

and

loyal,

est.

I

risk,

happened

and he got

both.

The fact is, human nature is very much mixed.
Good and bad is not divided by classes but is pretty
Weakness
well distributed in the same individual.
and strength, wisdom and ignorance, impulse and
reason, play their part in the same life with all the
other attributes, passions, and conditions, and the
erature which
of

good or

Woman

makes any

of evil leads

lit-

individual the personification
astray

has been represented

its

confiding readers.

in literature as

emotion

That
culminating in self-sacrifice and matrimony.
was all. And even unto this day many persons can
The idea has always
conceive of her in no other light.
been productive of infinite misery to the women whose
whole book of life was read by these pages only, and
to the men who have had carefully to spell out the
other pages

when

it

was too

or to develop a taste for an

Man

has been

known

as

late to learn new lessons,
unknown language.

pure reason touched with

chivalry and devotion, or else as a dangerous animal

who preys upon

his kind.

There may be

—

in

some
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(ither

or world

life

classes,

but they are not the

and, therefore,

should

— representatives

make

men

whom we

with

whose acquaintance

both of these

of

it is

live,

desirable

we

as early as possible.

That a large family is a crown of glory to the parents
and an inestimable boon to the state, is an idea running through literature.
Is it a fact or is it one of the
fictions of fiction which it were well to stimulate and
galvanize into

life

persistently?

less

What

is

the

answer from reform schools and penal institutions,
filled by ignorance and passion held in bondage by
poverty from cemeteries where mothers and babies
of the poor and ill nurtured are strewn like leaves
from the homes of the educated and well to do where
small families are the rule large ones the deplored
;

COURT.

say,

"Jane Smith,

of

exception

whose

?

What

is

the

logical reply in countries

sociological students sigh over the struggle for

existence and a scarcity of supplies;

"overpopulation" and desperate emigration? Misery and vice
bearing strict proportion to density of population and
poverty, surely offer a hint that at least one of the
tions of fiction has

gone

far to

fic-

do a serious injury to

mankind.

But the fiction of fictions which has done more real
harm to the human race than any other, perhaps, is
the one which dominates it the idea that woman was

—

created for the benefit and pleasure of man, while

man

and because of himself. It has utilized even
her hours of leisure and amusement to sap the selfrespect of womanhood while it helped very greatly
to brutalize and lower man by keeping
in this insidious form
the thought ever before him that woman
is a function only and not a person, and that even in
this limited sphere she is and should be proud to be
his subject.
"He for God, she for God in him."
It is true that since the advent of women writers
fiction has shown a tendency to modify to a limited
extent this previously universal dictum, but the thought
still dominates literature greatly to the detriment of
morals and the dignity of both men and women.
The woman who. has no history is the woman to be
envied, says literature
and yet people do not envy her
any more than they do the man of like inconspicuous
position.
No one wishes that she might go down to
history, if one may so express it, as historyless.
No
one points with pride to Jane Smith as his illustrious
ancestor any more than if Jane had chanced to be
To have been a Mary Somerville, or an ElizaJohn.
beth Barrett Browning, or a George Eliot, most historyless women would be willing to change places even
now, and as for "those who come after," can there be
a question as to which would give more pride or
pleasure to man or woman, to say
" I am the son, or
the brother, or the nephew of Mrs. Browning," or to
exists for

—

—

—

—

is

my

most famous

relative?"
I have my suspicions that even
Mr. Grant Allen
would waver in favor of Elizabeth in case both women
were his cousins. In public, at least, he would mention Jane less frequentlj' and with less of a touch of
pride.
Personally he might like her quite as well.
That is aside from the question. I have no doubt
that he might like John Smith as well as Shakespeare,
personally, too, and John may have led a happier life
than William, but is a man with no history to be

The

envied for that reason?

application

is

obvious.

[to be concluded.]

;

—
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PLANETARY STATESMANSHI? AND THE NEGRO.
BY

The

T.

B.

WAKEMAN.

abolition of slavery in this

and other countries

has brought to the front the questions of race-occupation in a manner that promises to test civilized States-

manship to the uttermost. The recent articles of Prof.
Cope and Mr. Wake in The Open Court ; of Mr.
Breckenridge and Senator Wade Hampton in the
Arena ; and by Mr. Shaler in the July Atlantic, are
but specimens of a vast literature now being thrown
up by a pressing necessity. This necessity is wiintssed
by constant and bloody collisions of the White and
Negro races in the South, the social ostracism and the
practical return of the latter to slavery or serfdom
there,

and the federal election bill in Congress to preif possible by securing political power

vent that result,
to the

Negroes.

The metaphysical
indulged
latter

in

saj's

:

must remain

illusion of Senator Sumner, still
by Mr. Shaler, was to the effect, as the
that " the African and European races

distinct in blood,

and

at the

same time they

be kept from becoming separate
castes."
But they have hecome separate castes, and
the Civil Rights Amendments to the United States
must,

if

possible

Constitution,

and

(?),

all

laws to enforce them, have been

practically abrogated by the

United States Supreme

Court,* as "regulations of inter-state commerce, and
therefore to that extent unconstitutional and void."

Thus the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
Amendments to the Constitution, which Senator Sumner supposed would protect the freedmen from caste,
and which were to stand as his proudest monuments,
have by their failure tended to justify and establish
the verj' caste, they were passed to prevent.
There is no use in blinking the matter. The abandonment of the "carpet-bag" governments by General Grant in his second term, and these decision ^ of
the Supreme Court, re-established social caste, industrial dependence, political subjection, and the prac* See Hall v. De Cuir, 95 United States Reports, 485 (1877), and the Civil
Rights cases, log United States Reports, 3 and log {1883].

—
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tical slaver}' of

the colored race in the late rebel States.

which she has awarded

to

them.

Moral,

modern,

pass acts of Congress, to give the Negroes the
power of voting under these circumstances, is simply

scientific, social,

planetary statesmanship consists

recognizing this

fact,

which the minority race can only
go a step lower. For, when a conflict of races, political
or othe7-, becomes warm, does any one expect a majority of the northern Whites to side with the Negroes ?
If so, they will soon find how much thicker is blood than

each race as

metaphysical water and dreamy sentimentalities. The
fundamental facts and truths which Prof. Cope has so
plainly stated in his articles, will then demand respect.
It will be found that two castes cannot exist together
without one being dominant over the other, especialh'
where the smaller is distinguished by color and menial

Navy

To

to force a conflict in

It will also

labor.

be found that there can be no demowhere such a state of divi-

to

so at

attain the greatest possible welfare of its people

and

intercourse as will best secure the
all

by

common

for

view and the

is

to its

continuance ex-

miscegenation.

This word, miscegenation, brings up the great
The time has

question of planetary statesmanship.

come
ciall}'

earth

how

and the

for the statesmen,

civilized,

the English speaking peoples of our
;

its

and espe-

little

planet

reason and foresight, as to

to exercise a little

various grand divisions or continents had bet-

be farmed out and occupied by the grand divisions
of our race.
If we are reasonable beings there ought
ter

to be

some reason applied

instead of going

it

trade " like so

many

blind

to this highest of questions,

b)'

war, conquest and "free-

savages.

and moral point

From

that

supreme

view the question recurs,
can and should miscegenation become general so as
to abolish caste and give equal mongrel citizens, with
equal rights and privileges upon which Republics securing libertj' and welfare to all may safelj' rest ?
Prof. Cope, has shown from grounds physiological
and other, that this admixture of races is not desirable.
But the first and conclusive answer is, that it
cannot be accomplished in time to solve the difficulties, even in our own country.
That it can take effect
so. as to obliterate the yellow races of Asia, the tawny
races of India and North Africa, the dark races of
Africa, and the copper races of America, is too absurd
practical

to argue.
will

of

In a future practically limitless, these races

many farms the grand
where Mother Earth has produced them, and

continue to occupy as so

divisions

it is

is

an accident of slavery, a racial anomaly opposed to the

which should cease with
That the colored people are fondly at-

true interests of both races,
their slavery.

tached to their home-surroundings,
land of caste

down every barrier

evils arising,

evident that the presence of the Negro in America

There can only be " rights " for the dominant class, as in Greece and Rome, and, as with them,
onl}^ a " Republic" of " Aristocrats," capitalists, landlords, monopolists, and their politicians, office-holders,
and Generals. The attempt to answer Prof. Cope by
saying, that the races must "remain distinct in blood,
and be kept from becoming separate castes," is to
overlook the patent fact that no caste of India is
stronger than that which exists between the races at
the South to day, and that the Supreme Court has for
cept one, and that

benefits of

protection.

this point of

So were the Hebrews, doubtless,

ever stricken

common

and a common Congress and

treaties, tariffs,

From

;

such international relations and

also to establish

cratic Republic, like ours,

sion exists.

in

and in respecting and treating
home, there to develop itself so as

is

is

doubtless true.

in old

a land of bondage,

Egypt

;

but a

ever deepening

It is childish and usefrom generation to generation.
ought not to be so, that it must

less to say that this

—

but so it
worse consequences.
If we are asked
not be so,

:

is,

and so

Is

it

it

will

remain with ever

possible even without this

race caste to save the republic

?

It

may

be fairly an-

swered Yes. By the public administration of public
and industrial affairs, in this age of machinery, monopolies may be disarmed, citizens kept without caste and
within associative distances, and poverty and ignorance give place to a well-to-do comfort of the masses
of the people, which the Republic (Commonwealth)
was meant to secure. But with this barrier of race
and colored labor (made as hard as adamant by caste)
across the future of our Democratic Republic, its fate
Senator Seward used to
is doubtful in the extreme.
speak of the slave states as the " capitalistic " states
:

;

becoming that now.
When the southern capitalist rendered secure by caste,
unites with the northern capitalist resting upon a wageslavery rendered secure by "anarchy" and also by
but

of

all

the

race prejudice,

states

are fast

who cannot foresee

Or take the other horn of
the Negro turns out to be the

the disastrous result.

the dilemma.

Suppose

better and stronger race

and that the whites withdraw, and leave
Negro states lying across the mouth
How long would such a state of
of the Mississippi.
Or again, suppose as
affairs peacefully continue ?
in the South,

him with

Senator

a belt of

Wade Hampton

suggests, the colored people

could be induced to go, or could be sent north

;

would the result be the abolition of caste and its evil
consequences ? All know, or can soon learn by trial,
that the effect would be to extend and deepen that
very caste and its evils.
To the colored people, the United States can never
be other than the lani of Egypt, and their true Moses
will be seeking for a Canaan of their own not far beyond its borders. But where?

—

.
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We

answer

:

the

West

sand square miles and only

Indies, with ninety thoufive millions of

inhabitants

largely colored, are the garden of the world, and natu-

and plainly the Canaan of the Colored Freedmen
and their descendants from both North and South
America.
The United States should take the lead in
rally

establishing a republic of the colored people there

under such a protectorate as would secure their independence, welfare, and best development. The great
Antilles are owned (except Hayti, already two colored
republics) by the very people, England and Spain,
who ought to repair the evils of slavery they and we
have caused, by joining with us to present this splendid

Canaan to the colored race in the Americas. If money
needed to buy these islands in addition to the moral
consideration, let us look about and find it. 'They
would repay the cost a hundredfold in one generation, as centres of commerce. North, South, East, and
IFt^sf through the Isthmian canals to Asia.
But will
the colored people go willingly ?
Let them know the
is

attractions and the prospects and they certainly will.

The oppressed went towards Canaan willingly when
they saw its grapes and corn, and knew that there
was a Power to make that land their own. That
Power to our oppressed is the American People.
The}' will not harden their hearts when the interests
of all seem to demand that Pharaoh and Moses should
unite to repair the great wrong of their history by a
greater blessing.
It is not at all necessary to concur with Prof.
Cope's low estimate of the Negros' mental and moral

qualities to

republic.

be assured

On

republic in the motto, ^^Qui

home

traitstulit, susiinet."

that transferred a great people to their

will sustain
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surrounding world affects the skin or one of the senseorgans of an animal organism, and produces a shock
upon the sensory nerve-fibres. This shock is transmitted to the ganglion where it causes an action in
the gray nerve-cells
this action of the ganglion is
;

when

further transmitted to the motor nerve and

it

reaches the end of the motor nerve a discharge takes
place which causes the muscle to contract, thus pro-

ducing muscular motion. Along the whole line from
the impression received to the muscular contractions
there is an uninterrupted chain of motions.
Physiological psychology, inaugurated by Fechner
and elaborated by many great scientists of all nationalities, is busy at work to measure the subtilest movements of nerve-activity. Says George J. Romanes in
his Lecture,
"

"Mind and Body"

:

by means of a suitable apparatus, a muscle

If,

own

made

is

to

we find that during all the lime it is in
undergoing a vibrator)- movement at the rate of
about nine pulsations per second.
What is the meaning of this

.record

its

contraction,

contraction,

it

movement

The meaning is

?

is

which
accomaccompanied by

that the act of will in the brain,

serves as a stimulus to the contraction of the muscle,

panied

a vibratory

b)-

movement

in tie

muscle,

is

is

a vibratory movement in the gray matter of the brain that this
movement is going on at the rate of nine pulsations per second
;

;

and

muscle is giving a separate and distinct contraction in
response to every one of these nervous pulsations.
A sensory nerve which at the surface of its expansion is able
to respond differently to differences of musical pitch, of temperature and even of color, is probably able to vibrate very much
more rapidly even than this [viz., one thousand beats per second].
We are not, indeed, entitled to conclude that the nerves of special
sense vibrate in actual unison, or synchronize, with these external
sources of stimulation but we are, I think, bound to conclude that
that the

.

.

;

of the propriety of this separate

the contrary, the greater those qualities

are or become; the more necessary is it that they should
have a proper sphere for their evolution without danger to others and consequent repression to themselves.
The}' must go gradually and willingl}' in order to better their condition.
They cannot be forced to go as
General Jackson forced the Creeks.
They are too
many. They must go as our ancestors came here
not as-theirs came. Nor must they go to far-off, savage,
cruel Africa, beyond the protection of the American
people, nor to central America where they would have
uncertain boundaries and hostile neighbors and insalubrious climate. They must go under the American
flag as Americans, and with the assurance of the great

Power

COURT.

them there

forever, as a People

The
new
and

they must vibrate in

some numerical proportion

.

So

far as

.

we

a process of nerve-activity,

motion into feeling and of feeling
back into motion. There is no such break in the chain
of mechanical causes and effects. Yet in a certain part
of the chain of mechanical causation, the motions are
accompanied by feelings and we have sufficient reasons to believe that the place where motions are acthere

no change

is

of

;

companied by

We

feelings

return once

is

the ganglion.

more

to Prof. Clifford.

We

fol-

lowed his arguments and adopted his conclusions exProf. Clifford
cept the very last inference he made.
concludes his essay with the following consideration.

He

says

feeling

FEELING AND MOTION.

:

(else

.

we can observe

:

" That element of which, as

The process taking place in the nervous system
may briefly be described thus An impression of the

them

tion produced in a sensory nerve and the intensity of the corre."
sponding sensation

a Nation.

[CON-CLtD.D.J

to

should not perceive objective differences in sound, temperature, or
color) .... there is a constant ratio between the amount of agita-

is

we have

seen, even the simplest

a complex, I shall call mind-stuff."

Clifford solves the question in the following

ner

man-

;

".;.fthe physical configuration of
object

my

cerebral image of the

—
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" Is to the physical configuration of the object,
" So is my perception of the object (the object regarded as

complex of my feelings)
" To the thing in itself."
Clifford
"

The

sums up

:

is

a mental picture in which mind-stuff

is

the thing

not conscious."

Clifford in

speaking of similar views propounded
in an adjoined

by Kant, Wundt, and Tyndall, says
:

"The
make

question

one

is

which

in

out precisely what another

means

man

peculiarly difficult to

is

it

means, and even what one

oneself."

The conclusion

arguments that the
I must confess, appears to me very abrupt and I cannot admit it.
Although in accord with all the rest, I cannot follow
Clifford to the end.
It may be that I fail "to make
out precisely" what he means, but if allowed to make
a conclusion of

of

Clifford's

my own

thing in

itself

connection with his

in close

reasoning as above described,
is

I

would say

the inner,

i.

subjective

e.,

which appears (so as to become perceptible)
as motions or outer, i. e. objective, reality.
The following may be added by way of explanation
The world is as it is, one indivisible whole. All its objective reality is throughout combined with subjective
reality. The objective reality we call matter, and its ac:

The

tivity motions.

subjective reality

we call elements

and the compounds resulting therefrom are
actual feelings and consciousness.
It is this subjective reality alone which Clifford defined as "mindstuff," and when speaking of the universe as it really
exists, he improperly limits its reality to mind-stuff,
as if the objective reality, which is represented in our
brains by what we call motions, were a mere illusion.
It is true, as Clifford says, that "matter is a mental
of feeling;

stuff."

;

solids are not

but

leaves out of sight those features of the object

It

represented which do not range within the scope of
its purpose.
We may invent names intended to cover
the whole reality, subjective as well as objective, but

names will become inappropriate as soon as employed for some other purpose.
If I consider an object, I may inquire into the ma-

these

it is

Matter

is

not true that

it

represents "mind-

no mere mental picture

sents a certain feature of reality, viz.,
fect sensibility.

all

;

it

motions.

The term 'matter'

eral abstract of its kind

is the most genand cannot be expressed in

terms of "mind-stuff," for it represents a certain set
of experiences which Clifford has purposely excluded
from his conception "mind-stuff."
*

Man's method

*

understanding the processes of
nature is that of abstraction.
We confine our attention to that feature alone which is to be investigated
and we eliminate in our thought the others. Thus, when
enquiring into the laws of mathematics, we confine our
attention to the

of

mere form

of space,

trum analysis of the sun, leaves out of sight the size of
its shape and motion.
He confines his attention to the rays, the undulations of which appear
in the spectrum as colors and lines. The Frauenhofer
lines indicate the material of the incandescent body
which emits the rays. An astronomer, however, investigating its shape,
say, he wants to know whether
the sun,

—

sphere or flattened at the poles
does not care about the substances of which the sun

and deal with

a

is

consists.

motion

perfect

And supposing he
in its relation to

investigates the

sun's

the milky way, he disregards

and form, he treats the sun as if it
were a mathematical point. All these treatments have
entirely substance

common

in

omer

the

method

of abstraction.

in his calculation of the

motion

The

of the

astron-

sun must

and certainly he does not, think that the sun is a
mathematical point, although this conception fits into
his calculation and remains correct so far as the purpose of his abstraction is concerned. Accordingly,
for every abstraction we have made, we must bear in
mind two things i) the purpose it has to serve and
2) that the totality of things from which abstractions
can be made, is one indivisible whole.
In short we
not,

:

;

must not forget that abstractions are only one-sided
views

of things.

Not only abstractions but every single word

repre-

that can af-

which it consists, or into the body's form, or
For instance, a chemist making a spec-'

terial of

it

:

reality,

picture"

and

is true of all our CDncepts.
Every concept
formed for some purpose, and every concept by
serving one purpose necessarily becomes one-sided.

its

universe consists entirely of mind-stuff,

The

lines, planes,

is

"Reason, intelligence, and volition, are properties of a complex which is made up of elements themselves not rational, not

note

non material points,

The same

represented.

intelligent,

These

non- material points, lines, planes, and solids.

untrue (as Mill imagined), but they represent one abstract feature only which can never be found by itself.

his doctrine

universe, then, consists entirely of mind-stuff

" Matter

COURT.

for

a

certain purpose.

made

is

In reality objects have no

they exist in a constant fiux, and
and exhaustive comprehension of one object
would include a comprehension of the whole universe.
If this be true at all, it is most true of ourselves. The
human soul is nothing more nor less than a certain action of the universe upon one part of the universe and
separate existence
the

;

full

the reaction following thereupon.*
Fundamental Problems," p. 147 " Kaowledge becomes possible
when we fix certain percepts and give their relative stability."
It is
we sat in an express train and were looking at the landscape flitting by
us.
The picture taken as a whole swims indistinctly before our eyes. If we
wish to get a clear idea of the situation, we must allow the eye to rest on some
* See "

;

only
as

.

,

.

if

one object, neglecting the others,"
world is a part of our being," etc.

etc.:

and

p. 149

:

" In reality the

whole

;

THE OR EN
There are philosophers who are greatly disappointed
about what they consider a deficiency of our intellect
viz. that we cannot view the whole at once in all its details.
The relativity of knowledge has unnecessarily
been lamented. There is as little occasion for disappointment in this feature of cognition as in the fact
that our vision must always depend upon the standpoint from which we view things, and that if we look at
a thing from one side, we cannot at the same time look
at it from the other.
Why, let us be patient and look
at things first from this and then from the other side.
But we must not imagine that the one side only is
true reality, the noumenal part of nature, the Ding an
si'c/i, and the other is a mere illusion.
Nor must we
declare that both are illusions, and that true reality is
something unknowable between both. Realit}' is everything that is or can become object of experience both
abstracts accordingly represent something that is real.
Reality is not in the one, if considered alone and by
itself, nor in the other if considered alone and by itself, but in the entire whole.
The one as well as the
,

COURT.

—

are as inseparable as are the two sides of a sheet of
paper. If we look at it from the mind side, its activity

represents

a part of reality.

is

We

can under no circumstances suppress or eliminate either mind (elements of feeling) or matter. Nor
can we express the one

in

the terms of the other,

simple reason, that each concept

for the

is

an entirely

containing nothing of the

abstract

different

Nevertheless both are parts

other.

and are abstracted
from, rfiality.
What we call motion represents certain features of our experience.
Whatever motions
of,

maj' be in the conception of beings organized other-

we

wise than

motions remain marks representative
some kind, and the same is true

are,

tions, or as all

may

represent motion or

On

which the

the one hand, motion

may be conceived
revelation)

of

as
in

elements of feeling appears.
(2) On the other hand, motion may be conceived
as the substratum which carries the more ethereal ele-

ments
(3)

activity of the

neither matter nor motion

is

to

be consid-

ered the one as the basis of the other, reality, as

upon one

so far as

special part, an

this part

we have defined
effects of

upon the

mo-

kinds of potential and kinetic energy.

is

at least in a

one point which needs further elucidation
few words.
Clifford says
:

" Reason, intelligence, and volition are properties of a complex

which

is

made up

ligent, not

of elements themselves not rational, not intel-

conscious."

This is true
for we arrive at the conclusion that
the not-feeling elements of feeling develop into feeling
and the not-rational monad develops into rational man.
;

Yet we must at the same time emphasize that the formal laws according to which these not-feeling, notrational elements combine into higher structures endowed with feeling and reason, are also a part of reality.
The formal laws which are the raison d'etre of

cosmic order,

all

that exists

;

are omnipresent in every particle
and we can learn to understand that noth-

ing' will stir, or
ity to

and

change, or be, unless

the law of causation which

to the

laws of form

The world

it is

true

it

be in conform-

the law of change,

is

in general.*
is

not rational in

its

elements

;

ality

itself.

is

reason and

atom or a monad, in
appear as what

as an element of feeling
ever}'

;

the cosmos.

in

while the

atom or monad

so far as the totality

is

wisdom

of

any

accordance with the formal laws of
reason is conformity to, it is an

Human

The order

of the

contains the possibility of developing reason.

We

expression of the order

AH

have perhaps a right

of,

the All.

elements of reality
not-rational, but we commit a grave mistake when
to call the

For the elements

contain the origin and condition of

with

all
it

reality.

of

being

Rea-

reason.

doss not agree

concerned,

appear as motion.
It is indifferent which view we take.
All three
conceptions are fundamentally the same, although if

p.

c.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUALS.
BY PROF. WILLIAM JAMES.
express my regret to the Editor of The Open Court, a few days
since, at not being able at present to furnisti the article of whici it had been
question between us. The very nest day, in opening a drawer full of antiquities, I came across the accompanying manuscript, and found myse'f wonder[I

had

to

might not even yet be fresh enough for publication, in spite of
form is polemical and refers to an old controversy fjrgotten
In the AtUnti' Monthly, for October, 18S0, I had written an
article called "Great Men, Great Thoughts, and the Environment," in which
ing whether

in

all

son ceases to be reason as soon as

concerned,

this special part, of
rest,

Human

possible rational being develops from these conditions

it

exists in itself, may be conceived as a great interacting
something, in which the effects of all the surrounding

parts

from

it

activity represents itself as

calling the All irrational.

of feeling.
If

kinds

all

at

*

There

and remains

as being on equal terms.

objective realization (a kind

the

we ma}' represent
we may conceive

as the basis of the world or

(i)

its

and

we look

If

but the laws of the world are the prototype of ration-

of feeling.

We

of actual feelings.

the matter side,

of real processes of

mind
them

as elements of feeling

itself

and degrees

;

other
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worked out they would show a difference in terminology
that must let them appear as contradictory systems.
Upon the whole I should give preference to the third
conception as being least one-sided and most unequivocal in representing the Oneness of all reality.
Matter and mind (the elements of feeling) are to
be considered as one not the same, but one.
They

the fact,

it

tliat its

by mortal men.

* See the chapter "
J,

p. 26.

Form and Formal Tho «hf
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OF»KN COURT.

had tried lo defend ihe Great Man Theory of History from the attacks of
Messrs. Spencer and Grant Allen. Mr. Allen and Mr. Fiske did me the honor
my remarks a couple of months later; and the manuscript I
send you was a rejoinder ta Mr. Allen which the Atlantic's publisher declined
to print. As the quarrel between Hero-worship and Sociology is always going
on in some form or other it may be thit remarks on the subject are always in
ord'ir especially in a Journal as devoted to eternal things as yours. Apart from
1

of replying to

the temporary personal references in the

makes

which

a distinction of value,

the subject in point.

I

is

therefore send

little

paper,

it

seems

to

me

that

for

you to do with

it

Mr. Fiske thinks that everything I
is about Mr. Spencer.
have said, lies hidden or revealed in the pages of that philosopher.
I have always found it necessary in reading Mr. Spencer, to restale his thoughts for myself in order to wo;k any precision into
them and have generally discovered that no precise re-statement

pu'e

;

pos'-ible,

which did not seem

doctrines themselves.

If

in

to

my eyes

this case

materially to alter the

what have seemed

to

me

anti-Spencerian formulas, are really but re-statements in the reader's

words of the master's sense, I can but apologize for my obbow my head be'ore the difficulties of so deep a text.

tuseness, a;id

Since Mr. Fiske and Mr. Allen both explicitly admit that the
proximate agents of social change are individual men, great and
small, and since this is all I have contended for, it seems as if our

d spute must be a pure misunderstanding, or, like so many philosophical disputes, a disagreement about which of many universally admitted factors is the one upon which cmp/insis should be
placed.

That

is

it

such a dispute about emphasis, can,

I

think, be

easily shown.

Mr. Allen's contempt for hero-worship is based on very simple
" A nation's great men," he says, " are but slight

considerations.

The hero is merely a special
deviations trom the general level.
complex of the ordinary qualities of his race. The petty differences impressed upon ordinary Greek minds by Plato, or Arisare nothing at all compared with the vast differences
toLle, or Zen
between every Greek mind and every Egyptian or Chinese mind.
We may neglect them in a philosophy of history, just as in calculating the impetus of a locomotive we neglect the extra impetus
given by a single piece of better coal. What each man adds is but
an infinitesimal fraction compared with what he derives from his
Now if what the
parents, or indirectly from his earlier ancestry.
•>,

past gives to the hero
ceivt s

from him,

it

ophical treatment.

is

so

is

much

bulkier than what the future re-

the matter which jeally calls for philos-

What we have

really to explain

is

the force

which produces the average man the extraordinary men and what
they produce must then come in their turn, and may apparently
by the philosophers be taken for granted as selbslverstcindlicli.
;

Now

as

I

wish

to

vie with

Mr. Allen's unrivalled polemic

amiability and be as conciliatory as possible,
facts or try to

I will

justify us both.

An unlearned
"There

hearing;

another, but what

seems

not cavil at his

magnify the chasm between an Aristotle, a Goethe,

It is

and

Allen

view vanish

in the details.
?

Which

is

the

Nature gives no reply,

being equally real, are equally natural,
and no one natural reality /<v sc is any more emphatic than

any

other.

Accentuation,

foreground

and

background,

created solely by the interested attention of the looker on

;

are

and

little

if

the "small" difference between the genius and his tribe interests

me

to

there

is,

my

acquaintance once said in

my

man and
This distincrem acu laiigit.

difference between one

very iinporlaiil."

is

go to the root of the matter

its

place and

its

kind.

An

Spencer,

inveighing

in

:

inch

against

thinking exclusively of the size of the inch

is

a small thing,

I,

Messrs.

hero-worship,

are

as a hero-worshiper,

and function.
Now there is a striking law over .which few people seem to
have pondered. It is this That among all the differences which
attend to

its

seat

:

exist,

the only ones that interest us strongly are those ive do not

take for granted.
We are not a bit elated that our friends should
have two hands and the power of speech and should practice the
And quite as little are we vexed
matter of course human virtues.
that our dog and horse go on all fours and fail to understand our
conversation.
Expecting no more from the latter comp,^nions,
and no less from the former, we get what we expect and are satisfied.
We never think of communing with the dog by discourse
of philosophy, or with the friend by head-scratching or the throwing of crusts to be snapped at.
But if either dog or friend fall
above or below the expected standard, they arouse the most lively
emotion. On our ijrother's vices and virtues we never weary of
ruminating to his bipedism or his hairless skin we do not consecrate a thought. U'liiit, he says, may transport us that he is able
;

;

to speak at all leaves us stone cold.

The

reason of

all this is

that

and vices and utterances might, compati.ily with the
current range of variation in our tribe, be just the opposites of
what they are, whilst his zoologically human attributes cannot
possibly go astray.
There is thus a zone of insecurity in human
affairs in which all the dramatic interest lies.
The rest belongs
This is the formative zone,
to the dead machinery of the stage.

his virtues

the part not yet ingrained into the race's average, not yet a typical,

hereditary and constant factor of the social
it

occurs.

It is like

community

in

which

the soft layer beneath the bark of the tree in

Life has abandoned the
is going on.
which stands inert and belongs almost to the
inorganic world.
Layer after layer of human perfection separates
me from the central Africans who pursued Stanley with cries of
" meat, meat I" This vast difference ought, on Mr. Allen's principles to rivet my attention far more than the petty one which obtains between two such birds of a feather as Mr. Allen and myself.
Yet whilst I never feel proud that the sight of a passer-by
awakens in me no Cannibalistic waterings of the mouth, i am free
to confess that I shall feel very proud if I do not publicly appear
inferior to Mr. Allen in the conduct of this momentous debate.
" Kneller and Pope were better friends than Pope and Addison."
Two theologians are as like as two peas comparatively, yet
they quickly develop a kind of " odium " for each other which the

which all the
mighty trunk

year's growth
inside,

more widely
bosom of

far

bird's eye

very

but we know the proverb about an inch on a man's nose.

in the

for both points of view,

to

losopher, but also

Let it be as small as Mr. Allen thinks. All that I obj'ect to is that
he shi uld think the mere sizcoi a difference is capable of deciding
whether that difference be or be not a fit subject for philosophic
study.
Truly enough, the details vanish in the- bird's eye view.
right point of view for philosophic vision

carpenter of
is

little

not only the size of the difference which concerns the phi-

or a Napoleon, and the average level of their respective tribes.

But so does the

Mr. Allen, our controversy can't be ended until a comaccounting for all differences impartially, shall

plete philosophy,

tion

as you like.]

have read with both pleasure anti profit the articles of
Messrs. John Fiske and Grant Allen in reply to my essay in the
Mr. Fiske's pages seem to me luminous
Atlti)iti< for last October.
He confirms and le-inforces by new inwith sober day-light.
stances all the distinctions made in my essay, so that I cannot but
hail him as a welcome, though not unexpected ally. Our only disI

was

most, while the large one between that triba and another tribe

interests

it

too often overlooked in discussions on
it

me

differing personality of their

Look

neither.

washerwoman

excites

at the antipathies of Philosophers,

the contempt of artists for each other, at family quarrels, and civil

be wroth with one we either love or resemble doth
madness in the brain. " To me as a teacher the intellectual
gap between my ablest and my dullest student counts for infinitely
more than that between the latter, and the amphioxus. Will Mr.
Allen seriously say that this is all human folly and tweedledum
and tweedledee ?
To a 'Veddah's eyes the differences between two white literary
men seem slight indeed same clothes, same spectacles, same
harmless disposition, same habit of scribbling on paper, and pourwars.

"

work

like

To

;

THE OPKN
Veddah will say,
But what a difference to the lit-

Just two white fellows, the

ins overbooks, etc.

with no perceptible difference.

men themselves! Think, Mr. All^n, of confounding your
mine merely because both are printed in the same
magazine and are indistinguishable to the eye of a Veddah Our

erary

article with

!

creeps at the thought.

flesh

But

judging of history Mr. Allen deliberately prefers to

in

place himself at the Veddih's point of view, and to see things
i^r.'s

and out

of focus, rather than minutely.

It is

<•«

quite true that

But which are the humanly important ones, the ones most worthy
?

In the
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between an America rescued by a Washington or a "Jenkins"
may, as Mr. Allen says, be " little," but it is, in the words of my
carpenter friend, "important." Some organizing genius must probably have emerged from the French revolution but what French;

man

will affirm it to have been an accident of no consequence, that
he should have had the supernumerary idiosyncrasies of a Bona
parte ? What animal, domestic or wild, will call it a matter of no

moment

that not a

maxim

sympathy with brutes should have

of

survived from the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth

The

there are things and differences enough to be seen either way.
to arouse our interest, the large distinctions or the small

COURT.

They

portance of topics.

And

here.

?

preferences of sentient creatures are what creutc the im-

for

I

my

are the absolute and ultimate law giver

part cannot but consider the talk of the con-

and the only thing I can do is to
merely a quarrel of emphasis
state my personal reasons for the emphasis I prefer somewhat as

temporary sociological school about averages and general laws,
and predetermined tendencies to equilibrium, with its ob'igatory
undervaluing of the importance of individual feelings, as the most
Suppose there is a fated
pernicious and immoral of fatalisms.

follows.

equilibrium, whose

answer

to this question lies

the whole divergence of the hero-

worshipers from the sociologists.

As

I

said at the outset,

it

is

;

The zone

of the individual differences

and the

"
social " twists

There

is it

to be

which by common confession they initiate, is the zone of formative processes, the dynamic belt of quivering uncertainty, the line
where past and future meet. It is the theatre of all we do not
and howtake for granted, the stage of the living drama of life
ever narrow its scope, it is roomy enough to lodge the whole range
The sphere of the race's average on the conof human passions.
trary, no matter how large it may be, is a dead and stagnant
thing, an achieved possession, from which all insecurity has vanLike the trunk of a tree it has been built up by successive
ished.
The moving present in
concretions of successive active zones.
live with its problems and passions, its individual rivalwe
which
ries, victoria; and defeats, will soon pass over to the majority and

of averages can decide.

small deposit on this static mass, to make room for fresh
and a newer play. And though it may be true, as Mr.
Spencer predicts, that each later zone shall fatally be narrower
than its forerunners, and that when the ultimate lady-like tea-

liarities.

table elysium of the ifa/u »f ethics shall prevail, such questions as
the breaking of eggs at the large or the small end will span the

Spencer's powers of synthesis

;

leave

its

actors

whole scope of possible human warfare, still even in this shrunken
and enfeeb'ed generation, " spalio aclalis defcssa x'jtuslo," what
eagerness ttere will be Battles and defeats will occur, victors be
glorified and vanquished, dishonored, just as in the brave days of
The human heart will still withdraw itself from the much
yore.
it has in safe possession and concentrate all its passion upon those
evanescent possibilities of fact which still quiver in fate's scale.
!

And

is

not

its

instinct right

?

Do

not

we

here grasp the race-

and catch the only glimpss it is allotted
working units themselves, of whose differenWhat
tiating action the race-gaps form but the stagnant sum.
strange inversion of scientific procedure does Mr. Allen practice
diffirences in tlw making,

to us to attain, of the

teaches us to neglect elements and attend only to aggre-

when he

gate resultants

On

?

the contrary, simply because the active ring,

cU-moUary,

I hold that the study of its conditions (be these n^ver so " proximate"), is the highest of topics for

whate'er

the soci

its

il

bulk,

is

philosopher.

If

individual variations determine

its

ups

and downs, and hair-breadth escapes, and twists and turns, as Mr.
Allen and Mr. Fiske both admit, heaven forbid us from tabooing
the study of these in favor of the "average."
let

Oa

the contrary,

us emphasize these, and the importance of these, and in picking

out from history our heroes and
spirits; in

their individualities

was

still

made

communing with

their kindred

imagining as strongly as possible what "differences"

brought about in

plastic in their hands,

impossible

creative energy

;

may

lie in

his

this world, whilst its surface

and what whilom

may best
own soul.

each one of us

fortify

feasibilities

they

and inspire what

This is the lasting justification of hero worship, and the poohpoohing of it by " sociologists," is the everlasting excuse lor popular indifference to their general laws and averages. The difference

That

?

my

His

relative importance.

it is

in all this I challenge not

be seen again that

It will

Allen's facts, but that

mine ?
one which no study

of your preference, or

the question of questions, and

lies

whole divergence from him

brilliant essay presents,

is

one of Mr.
as to their

however, theories

cencerning fact which sorely tempt reply.

His statement of the differentiating powers of the environBut it entirely
is by tar the clearest which has appsared.
It declare; every individual t5 be an aggrefails to convince me.

ment

gate of inherited habits, each developed originally by

circumstance

in

transmitted from him.

The

A

all

is

the present individual's pecu-

Leonardo's versatility comes from his inheritance of

diverse habits

;

a

cumulative addition of
progenitors,

special

aggregate of special circumstances

thus the ultimate engeaderer of

many

some

the habitat of so ne special ancestor and simply

La Fontaine's one-sided aptitude, from the
many lesser fabulistic gifts in his separate

with the latency of the rest of their attributes
fro.-n

;

a

the "combining," as distin-

guished from the ra»re aggregation, of

many groups

of ancestral

But in this ingenious theory, in which nothing comes
out of the mill which was not put into the hopper, why the
ancestral faculties should sometimes " combine," sometimes cumufaculiies.

simply aggregate,
Mr.
appear.

late,

sometimes

tent,

utterly fails to

the

same heredity

and

sometimes remain

la-

Allen expressly admits that

will give different results

even in twin broth-

these irregularities of traiismission do not prove the existence of an invisible disturbing cycle between the act of getting the faculties from the habitat and that of passing them on to
If

ers.

the young

;

if all

these slips between ancestral cups and

filial

lips

prove not a molecular realm where things may go astray and
then I know not what proof is. Yet
scientific prevision be upset
such an invisible and molecular cycle Mr. Allen " enphatically
:

denies."

Furthermore on Mr. Allen's own principles that the environ
ment alone can produce idiosyncrasies, do not great m tn deserve

much as physical geography ? Is not every great
good part of the environment to which his neighbors are
exposed ? D.d not Napoleon, while he lasted, form an environment to all Europe? Are not Goethe's " Sammtliche Werke" a
permanent part of the environment of the German race to day ?
greater imI think Mr. Allen mistaken in what he says of the
possibility of random variations in the nervous system than elsewhere, tho' at first sight his view is plausible. No new elementary
study at least as

man

a

factors of

mind are required by

genius, the most exceptional flights

falling entirely within the limits of

functional variation in

the

brain.

But
Experts

reopening the controversy, so I must abstain
from the valueless on both sides of the
and to their judgment what has already been written

all this is

will sift the true

discussion

;
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use Mrae. Royer's expression) or as party-cries
Thus they
become catch words, which people, according to party, either hoot
For
words
people
hail.
are
persecuted.
Most
discussions
at or
are carried on about words, and most creeds are beliefs in mere
words.
As says Goethe

safely be left to appeal. I part with regret from so admirable
and original an enemy as Mr. Allen has proved himself to be

may

(to

;

my

but in lapsing into

relative loneliness

and re-rejding

bis

list

of

I confess I do not tremble at his vaticination
that I shall soon find myself " in a minority of one."

brother Spenjerians,

LAW

ETHICS A

COURT.

:

" Mit

Worten hlsst sich tretflich streiten
Mit Worten ein System beieiten
An Worte l.lsst sich trefflich slauben.
Von einem Wort lasstsich kein Iota rauben."— F.-vust,

OF NATURE

;

;

M.-iOAME Rover has a very low opinion of nature and of the
world. She says

The world

'
:

'

far

from being an undivided

totality,

Vol.

I.

v.

[With words 'tis excellent disputing
Systems to words 'tis easy suiting
On words 'tis excellent believing
No word can ever lose a jot from thieving.]
;

is

Such is the
but a collection of individual units in conflict
It is because nature is not good, that it is
.

.

.

;

true law of nature.

not moral, and because

it

;

must be

It is while reacting
an imprecation.
man has been induced, by the desire

although with

endured

not divine that precisely

it is

against this wicked law that

for happiness, to conceive the ideas of justice

create the concept of God, contrary to

and

true that strife

It is

this

all reality,

to

is

is

the law of

Nevertheless,

fighting.

apparent turmoil

;

I

I

Living

life.

is

striving,

and

can see a grand harmony

this order,

;

the struggle for existence

is

often very hard.

Whenever

she gives

she will take again, and wherever she endows creatures with consciousress, she

There

fills

"In

inclined to follow the old rule:

re;" and

in

why

it

is

?

verbis simus faciles,
this reason

for

that

I

Those who believe in God establish their faith upon the truth
is a power in the world which enforces obedience to
These rules we call the moral laws. 'Wherever
they are obeyed humanity prospers and progresses, wherever they
remain unheeded the social conditions deteriorate so as to ruin
certain rules

'Whoever
which has been called the moral
ground of God's existence, is not mistaken. He is mistaken, however, if he believes that this power is a personal being, or if he
imagines that it is supernatural in the sense of " extramundane."
Those to whom God is the principle of morality must learn to unsociety as well as

believes in

is

;

The

all

the single individuals of society.

for this reason,

God

derstand that to speak of
outside of nature

make

is

as of a person

him

a gross anthrOf o-

is

as something different

from or

incompatible with the most elementary con-

ceptions of science.

Madame Royer

;

tut everything that exists, and also the laws that

God

raorphism, and to consider

their lives with joys as well as with pains.

no unmixed happiness, and the best part of life is our
ideals and the struggle for our ideals.
Nevertheless, nature is
grand, wonderful, and divine
and even if we should find fault
with her, there is no use in railing at her laws.
The laws of nature, if we comprehend them, if we apply them to our advantage,
will make us great
if we leave them unheeded they will crush us
whenever we come in collision with them.
By nature I do not understand the lowest forms of Nature
only,

persecuted for being an atheist,

sufficiently

not for the sake of a change be reproached for theism

that there

in

recognize order in the cosmic motions of

upon
which results from the necessity of law,
indicates that the world is not a collection but a totality.
The
universe is not the sum total of innumerable items, of things and
individuals put together but on the contrary all things and individuals that exist are parts of the whole and indivisible universe.
Nature's ordinances, it is true, are not always pleasant, and
and

;

lam

I

gladly suffer reproach from both sides.

the celestial bodies and in the development of organized life

earth

have been

dummodo conveniamus

deceptive hope,

which have only increased human sufferings."

faith,

striving

and goodness and

I

should

tells

us that

M. Renan had dedicated a book
"to his sister in the bosom

to his deceased sister with the words,

and she adds with a good dose
would be in the bosom of a law."

of God,"
that

of irony, " with Dr.

Cams

an unspeakable quietude, a sentiment of unshaken confidence, when considering that my beloved ones the
I certainly feel

living as well as the departed,

and also

I

myself,

are living, and

highest

moving, and being in a cosmos of unbroken and unbreakable laws.

form of nature we know of is man with bis ideals and aspirations.
Nature is neither moral nor immoral, but nature is the condition

There is a holiness in mathematics which is more divine than
those foolish prayers which Christ called ' vain repetitions as do

higher forms of existence grow from the lower forms.

What is morality but obedience to the highest
to those laws which wherever obeyed
produce higher forms of existence and a nobler state of

of all morality.

the heathen."

Our

laws of nature, especially
will

society

nothingness.

lowest types of existence alone as natura', has led to the idea of

also

the supernatural.
tell

it is

have completed their

true,

our dead are

still

with us

;

thoughts, continue, and the fruit of their lives

?

Madame Royer's conception of nature is too narrow. This
nirrow conception of nature which considers the features of the

pray

(Matt.)

dead,

Schopenhauer)

If justice,

me where do

they

goodness, morality are not natural,

come from

?

Dj

they really originate

by a reaction against the " mechante " law of nature ? If so the
belief in the supernatural would be fully justified
If by "supernatural " we are to understand those form^ of existence that develop from the lower forms of nature, we all, I hope, are believers
supernatural, we all are co workers in having as a common
aim the further evolu!ion of the supernatural here upon earth.
There is one point, however, which we must all bear in mind
The supernatural does not come down from above as is maintained
by theologians of the old school, but it rises from below. The
supernatural is nothing but the higher forms of the natural.
Whether the word God should be retained in the purified
sense that I have suggested, is to me a matter of indifference.
The terms which we employ have no value apart from their meaning.
Yet words are excellently fitted for serving as "banners"

in the

:

lives

;

but (as says

their works,
is

their

not dissolved into

They are ever here among us and take part in the
we carry on. Their fates even after death are

discussion which

bound under the unalterable law.

might be answered, that the belief-in the irrefragability of
is fatalism
but it is no fatalism
knowledge of the law far
from bringing upon us serfdom, liberates us from servitude.
Knowledge of the law must not have the effect upon us that we
bow in passii'e submission like slaves under the necessity of the
law, but it must stimulate us to conform to the law, to use it, and
to master it.
Our knowledge of electricity, for instance, does not
impose upon us the duty to be obedient to fate and to be killed by
It

law

;

;

the flash of lightning, but
it

liberates us

degree that

from the

man

it

helps us to invent the lightning rod

evil of the law,

it

breaks

fate,

and

;

to the

uses his knowledge he becomes the master of his

fate.
By calling law divine I do not propose to adore nature the
pagan custom of worshiping God by kneeling down in the dust and
other self-humiliating ceremonies must go
but I do propose to
respect the laws of nature and to cons der them as the basis and
;

:

the condition of

all

our

ideals.

XHK
The sentiment
laws

is

no

say that
is

of confidence in the irrefragability o£ natural

soothing in anxiety and worry than

less

Mohammedan

to a

the religious sentiment itself

is

it

is

"
the " Islam

or the Christian faith to a Christian.

I

a perfect surrogate of the religious sentiment

it is

more,

OF»KN COURT.

is

it

;

and necessary.
for the

might

natural.

yet

find

:

it

that essential
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But an excessive love of self, which has no regard
world, especially for our fellowmen, is not
our actions are dictated solely by egotism, we shall

rest of the
If

no satisfaction

in

and

life

our purposes

all

will defeat

them-

selves.

something of the religious sentiment which is true, with the omission of those ingredients which science has taught us to consider

Egotism, or the excessive love of self, is the natural phase of
a lower stage in the evolution of soul-life. Those things which

as superstition.

are nearest and concern us most, appe3r of greater importance
than others which have no direct influence upon us.
It is similar

The

if purified by scientific critique, so as to re(namely the reality of the irrefragable law of
present some
nature, especially the higher laws of ethics) is no less natural than
As soon as these
are the ideas of justice or virtue or morality.
higher blossoms on the tree of nature are, as Madame Royer proposes, no longer considered as natural, we shall inevitably drop
again into the old dualism which splits the universe in twain, into
the lower sphere of natural existence and the higher sphere of
Divinity, Morality, Goodness, Justice, are indubisupernatural.
table facts they cannot be described as mere illusions.
Some of the most extravagant freethinkers, it seems to me,
have, in this respect, not as yet freed themselves of the old dualisWhile opposing certain terms of antiquated conceptic views.
tions, they find no time to attain a monistic view of the universe
which does not exclude the higher and the moral laws of life from
the realm of nature.

idea of God,
reality

;

with vision

The

:

larger than those

objects of our immediate surroundings appear

which are

at a

remote distance.

are for that reason not larger in reality.
vision

:

However, they

In a higher phase

we

The laws of perspective do not destroy

learn the laws of perspective.

they do not proclaim vision as faulty

;

they only correct

wrong interpretation of the data of vision and thus make vision
the more effective.
If we act as if the things which concern us directly were really larger and more important than other things, if
we allow our motives to be swayed by egotism, we are liable to
fall into grave mistakes.
But if we renounce the error that our
ego is the centre of the world, we shall grow in wisdom as well as
a

:

in

moral worth.
Ethics,

based on egotism,

if

The reason

is

that

man

be found

will

no individual

is

to

be untenable.*

in the strict sense of the

Man is not an indivisible entity, a separate being for himMan has no ego in the sense the psychologists of the old
school imagined, and if man through a mistaken conception of his
term.

self.

Concerning my view of the renunciation of the Ego as the
basis of all morality I must add a few explanations, because I
notice that

Madame Royer

pessimistic.

The system

of morality

being either pessimistic or ascetic.
pessimist

monious

like

if.

totality

Madame

my

represents

Royer,

I

I

position as ascetic

and
from

which I propose is far
would perhaps call myself a

considered nature not as a har-

Madame Royer

says

:

'

sense the starting point of

The word

egotist

all existence,

the

is

is

solely biased

to,

;

;

;

This consideration must rule supreme over his motives for
dwarf its natural
growth, but to strengthen and to elevate it.
verse.

actions, not to destroy his soul, not to suppress or

but as a collection of individual egotism.
'

by egotistic motives he will have to, and he
renounce his egotism. Man is a part of a greater whole
he is a member of society he is a phase in the development of
humanity and at the same time a phenomenon of the whole uniSelf,

ought

therefore in every

condition in the

first

evolution of each living individual, which only grows, develops,

and preserves itself because it loves itself."
Before we proceed, let us in a few words answer the question,
What is the soul of man ? The soul of man is not an ego which
is

possession of ideas

in

the soul of

;

man

is

a collection of ideas

wh'ch now the one and now the other is most prominent, so as
become conscious and thus to constitute his ego. The ideas of
man, which form the elements of his soul, are the representations
of objects with which he became acquainted through experience.
From these ideals grow the ideas of man, which form the most

of
to

Ideals originate not otherwise (although

valuable part of his soul.
in

a

much more complicated

upon

way), than reflex motion takes place

Ideals are plans of reflex action, which are in-

irritations.

tended to effect certain impressions of the outside world, in order
to

improve the conditions of human existence.
The soul of man, accordingly, his ideas and

duct of the world.

It is

ideals, are a pro-

which not
must consider

a representation of the world,

We

inappropriately has been called a microcosm.

the soul as a part of the whole universe, representing, as
the microcosm in the conscious

aspirations tend to

powerful,

make

Ascetism

is

the

life

human

of brain-activity.

soul greater, nobler,

an inversion of

the greatness, nobility, and power of the

When
to

I

ethics,

introduce asceticism.

By

egotism

human

I

individuality

;

egotism

natural conditions which

growing

still

;

it

is

were,

its

relation to one's

a habit of forgetting the social and

made an

at last

individual grow and keeps

it

we have

forth a
it,

the sentiment of the burglar interest as to the

on that particular branch of industry. Parathe burglar sentiment was very strong in
condemnation of the strike, because during the time of its continuance, burglary was extra-hazardous and unprofitable.
It so happened that the nominal protection of the police having been withthe
citizens
fell
back
on
the
right
of
self-protection,
and
drawn,
this proved so bewildering to the burglars in its methods, and so
efficient in its action, that they emphatically denounced the strike
as altogether unnecessary and unjustifiable on the part of the police.
.\s soon as the strike was declared " off " and the policemen
had returned to duty, a very gratifying revival was observed in the
doxical as

it

may seem,

SDme

burglar trade.

people outside of London are applying the

and the opinion is gaining ground that there are
America, where a strike of the police would be
some cities
ol great assistance to honesty, liberty, and law.
moral of

all this,

even

in

s

Among

*

*

the rights not delegated to Congress by the Constitu-

but reserved to the people,

our clothes.

We

is

the right of sticking badges on

are a badged people

;

and when any man badges

himself in a special way, he has a right to " have a law passed,"
prohibiting any other

Army

man from

imitating that badge

The Grand

Republic has a badge, and a grievance its badge has
been imitated by certain laymen, who were never "at the front."
of the

;

creates a gulf between the self and the rest of the

world, and thus leads to the practice of magnifying one's

own im-

views on ethics are more fully explained in a pamphlet which is just
" The Ethical Problem.
Three Lectures delivered at the
Board of Trustees, before the Society for Ethical Culture of
The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago.
Chicago."
*

My

leaving the press

portance.

Love

TOPICS.

London policemen has drawn

effect of the strike

tion,

do not mean

understand the excessive

by

and

and more

soul.
I

recent strike of the

variety of opinions as to the causes and the consequences of

tends to destroy

speak of the renunciation of the ego,

love of self which judges everything solely

own

it

it

All ethical

CURRENT
The

Invitation of the

of self

and the desire of self-preservation are natural

:
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At the last session of the Illinois legislature, a bill was introduced
making it a criminal offence for any man not a member of the order, to

Grand Army. The bill probably
because otherwise the prisons would be crowded with
Farragut Post referred the whole matter to a com-

wear the button

did not pass,
delinquents.

of the

mittee which " begs leave to report that there are so
tions,

and what might be

many

fairly called counterfeits, that

it

imita-

seems

COURT.

shipers will please not shoot at the organist, he plays as well as he

Every law

can."

out force behind

is

a Force Bill.

may be

A

legislative

The Force

not a law.

Bill

;

is

The malady
known as

necessary that a new design should be provided and adopted by
Among those which are readily mistaken for
the Grand Army.

of a disease.

Grand Army button, is that of the Culinary Alliance, the Royal
Arcanum, the Wah-na-tons, and a few others." The very names
of the counterfeiters will arouse public sympathy for the Grand
Army. It might be endured that the Royal Arcanum should imitate the button, because the doings of royalty in that regard must

the sign of a passionate struggle between the

the

enactment with-

persuasion, exhortation, plea

but it is
an ominous thing, perhaps a dangerous thing, but he is but a superficial statesman who thinks it
is only a political makeshift by one party, to be resisted as a political makeshift by the other. The Force Bill is only the symptom
it,

into the old fever

is a relapse of the body politic
the " irrepressible conflict." It is only

itself

Democracy

of the

and the Aristocracy of
race, determined that the promise shall never be redeemed.
To
heal this political distemper will test all our patriotism and all our
Constitution, promising equal rights to

all,

statesmanship.

be considered as patronage rather than counterfeiting the Wahna-tons, being probably Indians, of course must be excused on that
;

account, but

when

it

comes

to counterfeiting the

Grand Army

button by the Culinary Alliance, a confraternity of cooks, the indignity passes the bounds of toleration, and the pathos of the situation will

be recognized by

all

the American people.

That a mem-

ber of the G. A. R. properly badged should be mistaken for a
cook, is a matter for the serious consideration of the Grand En-

campment

at Boston.

How much the school of divinity in which a man has been
"He was one of
educated controls his estimate of character!
God's own people," said a citizen of Chicago, in grateful tribute to
the memory of Mr. Pat Sharkey of New York, recently deceased" He was one of God's own people," he remarked with plaintive

sorrow; "His place was a great resort for sporting men of all
Sharkey backed all the rowing men, fighters, and athletes.
kinds.
He lost $2,700 on Kilrain in the Sullivan-Kilrain fight. Pat kept
a saloon at the corner of Thirteenth Street, and was one of the,

prominent members of Tammany." In addition to these merits it
appears that Pat " maintained two households " presided over by
women, each of whom now claims to be his widow. It is
rather perplexing that although Pat was "one of God's own
people," his body was denied burial in coiisecrated ground by the
and the reason for
clergy of the church to which he belonged
Pat was not refused burial in conthis is more perplexing still.
secrated ground because he kept a resort for sporting men of all
kinds, nor because he backed all the fighters, nor because he was
a member of Tammany, which in the opinion of some people ought
nor because of his
to exclude a man from consecrated ground
Mormon practices, but because he had belonged to the several
orders known as Freemasons, Knights of Pythias, and Elks. Although there may be some harmless nonsense in their ceremonials,
these Orders are provident and benevolent societies, to which any
different

;

Whether a "Force" be good or
says,

"upon

the application on't";

evil,

depends, as Capt. Cuttle

and

this is true in physics as

Force is Nature's faithful servant by which all her
work is done, and by which the Cosmos itself is kept in order.
Force is the vitality of law, and without it statesmanship is
vain.
A measure is not to be tested by the force latent within it,
or manifest behind it, but by the moral or immoral character of
that force. Does it menace right or wrong ? Neither is the Force
Bill to be tested by the motives of its authors, but by its own
qualities.
Whether it be designed for justice or for party advanin

politics.

The

tage matters not.
for justice

?

We

true question

still

remains, Will

it

make

glory in the preservation of the Union, but Force

Compulsion met rebellion and vanquished it. The
was to some extent a party measure, like the
expedients known as the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth
amendments to the Constitution. What of it ? Those amendments
are estimated now by their own merits, while the motives of their
authors are forgotten.
So it must be with Force Bills and bills of
every kind.
More serious than the Force Bill are the reasons for
Bills did

it.

abolition of slavery

The

it.

fault of

it

lies either in

the fourteenth

amendment

to the

and violation of that amendment
and in .this alternative lies one of the hard problems of the future.
Either the fourteenth amendment must be repealed or it must be
enforced. When laws are made for the protection of the rich and
the correction of the poor, the "force" behind them is regarded
Constitution, or in the denial

as their highest virtue

but

;

when passed

poor and the correction of the
" force
its

"

principle in the

;

rich,

bill is

nerves are greatly shocked.

for the protection of the

" Society

"

complains that the

so very course and

Then

common

Society invents a

that

nickname

;

'

man may

innocently belong.

The

theology of

it

all is

wonderful.

both in peace and war, the country

The discovery

" force

"

behind

it,

is

all manner of subjects,
now threatened with a Force

that at last there

is

more

a

Congress having

bill in

the finding of pigmy
That a law should be en-

startling than

nations by Stanley in darkest Africa.

dowed with "force "has

is

agitated parties until

of partizans has painted politics red.

the lurid speech

Indignant citizens tread the

verge of boycott and rebellion because the American Congress has
not embodied in the Federal Elections Bill the policy and precepts

Joseph Porter K, C, B, who, when he was ruler of the
Queen's Navy, gave orders that the captains of the British fleet
should say " Please, " when giving orders to the tars.
It is now

of Sir

demanded

by

fiery

and rebellious

critics

that

Congress

put

" Please " instead of " Penalty " into its laws, after the fashion of
the mandate placarded on the walls of a church in Arizona, " Wor"

bill,

and condemns

it

for its

name.

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIE'WS.
The Evolution
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After a hundred years of legislation on

Bill.

for the

1:3:]

of Life, or From the Bondage of Superstition
By Rev. Htnry Triii-o Bniy,
to the Freedom of Reason.
M.A., LL.D. Chicago: Holt Publishing Company.

The

writer of this book was born in England, and,

boy, emigrated with his father to the United States.

when a

He worked

hard to support himself and assist his parents. By most praiseworthy courage and perseverance be obtained a college education,
and was ordained a priest of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
He seems to have been a diligent student, and attained a high deHe worked hard in the ministry, but almost
gree of scholarship.
from the beginning he seems to have been tormented with doubts
about the truth of the creed he had subscribed and the doctrines
which, as a faithful pris st of his church, it became his duty to
preach.
These doubts at last extended far beyond the confines of
the Episcopal church and

attached themselves to nearly all the
After ten years of
religion.

essential articles of the Christian

mental and spiritual struggle he resigned his

office in

the ministry.

—

THE OPEN
renounced the Christian Church, and in his own language became
free.
The book describes the painful steps by which he travelled
from the "bondage of superstition to the freedom of reason."

The book

and displays a very great deal of
but Mr. Bray
with too much detail. This becomes

well written,

is

learning, especially learning of a theological kind

the story of his

tells

tiresome at

There

is

life

;

and obscures the genuine merits

last,

of the book.

a good deal of fine pathos in the earlier chapters, and
young life greatly to be admired. The book

these reveal to us a
is

a valuable addition to the freethought literature of the day; and

to those

interested in theological controversy

especially so.

it

be found

will

M. M. T.

-
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refined elaboration of the sensation

?

The author

inclines to think,

that this fact points to a psychological rather than to a physiolo-

When we

gical evolution.

an

object,

we more

wish to

in

able,

that on certain pictures at

fix

with more or less attention

or less consciously

verge

order to

fix

make

the image of the object.

the visual axes con-

Now,

Pompeii, and on

is

notice-

many

ancient

it

we perceive a slight divergency of the visual axes, which
doubtless influences the " fatal expression " of the physiognomies,
statues,

more objective mental

and

is

less

conscious, and precisely characteristic of beings,

the expression of a

state than ours,

who were

not advanced experimentalists, and ignorant of the minute details

modern industrial technique. And a further consequence of
more objective state of thought was their concern about the
phenomena of optic illusions. More subjective natures, like ours,
seek unconsciously by movements of the eyes or the head to correct these errors, that often may be serious from the point of view
of the practical consequences, and thus they realize that abstract
geometry which artistic minds use to deplore so much in our
architecture and in our industrial art.
On the contrary, to obof

this

Application de Nouveaux Instruments de Precision (Cercle
Chromatique, Rapporteur et Triple Decimete Esthetiques)
ByJ/. Charles Henry. Paris
1S90. E.
A L'Archeologie.
:

Leroux.

The

object of the " Esthetic Protractor "

forms realizable

is to render pleasing
According to M. Charles Henry's theory

at will.

the agreeable or disagreeable character of form

ber that characterizes

upon

sciously fixes itself

is allied to

the

num-

In describing a contour the eye uncon-

it.

this

The

number.

^Esthetic Protractor

thus converts numbers into forms and forms into numbers, and by

accustoming the eye to exactness it practically constitutes a scientific method of industrial drawing. In this interesting monograph,

M. Charles Henry formulates

the principal rules of linear and

chromatic harmonies, and shows

how one might apply

the Pro-

and Triple Decimetre to the comparison of the three princithe types of Cnydus, of
pal types of ancient Greek amphorae
Rhodes, and of Thasos. The measures that he applies actually
lead to numbers, the character of which agrees with the acknowledged superiority of the amphorae of Cnydus and of Rhodes over
He defines a series of numbers, which he calls
that of Thasos.
indicators, that serve to characteiize rigorously any form, by allowing to compose them even in their minutest details. It is further remarkable, that in these amphorae certain contours, without
any relation to the eye, still at times display identical indicators.
M. Charles Henry's principles o£ living dynamics might, accordingly, lead to certain unforeseen, new, and characteristic laws of
races and of epochs.
M. Henry asks Was the psycho-physiological state of the
ancients, particularly of the Greeks, perceptibly different from our

jective natures

not the question of drawing lines or angles

parent geometrical relations, for a certain situation of the eye,

more

or less fixed,

more

or less defined.

Penrose has dilated upon

the corrections to which frcm this point of view the architects of

the Parthenon submitted the rectitude of the columns and walls.

The

subjective development of thought has brought about an

essential

distinction

between the apparent and the

which

real, of

primitive, objective natures are incapable.

tractor

:

is

it

within strictly true geometrical relations, but rather within ap-

how

There, accordingly, exists only one method to know

form and

sen-

have been evolved namely,
by comparing careinWy from the lesthetic point of view the forms
and polychromies of the different ages. M. Charles Henry's instruments of precision successfully attain this object, and from
this point of view they realize harmonies of form and of colors
sations, like those of

according

to

color,

may be regarded

laws that

;

as normal.

;

v'/r.

NOTES.
Dr. C. E. Brown- Sequard discusses in the Fornin for August
the question "

Have we Two Brains

or One ?" He answers it in
Yet he does not explain how unity of conscious-

the affirmative.

ness originates from this duality of cerebral activity.

lem

is

The prob-

discussed in the article "Localization of Brain Activity,"

:

own ?
a new

In order to solve this problem,

will

be necessary to create

science of historical psychology.

Greek music,

in its

melodic wealth and poverty of harmony,

in its ethos or character, presents

The author has
(July

it

18S6) in

incontestable signs of evolution.

already mooted this subject in an article published
the lievue philosophique, in which he discusses

the law of evolution of musical sensation, and seeks to explain the
association which the Greeks, contrary to us, established between

The

height and deep sounds, between depth and sharp sounds.

purely objective observation to the effect that a sonorous body in

moving away emits an increasingly deep sound, and in approaching an equally increasing sharp sound, seems to have been the
origin of the association of ideas of the Greeks.

Auditive sensa-

seems to have been evolved from a more objective character towards a more subjective character, and in our
study of Greek music we ought to seek to find the verification of
Mr. Gladstone and M. Hugo Magnus have maintained that
there also took place an evolution in the perception of chromatic
differences,

and

that the contemporaries of

Homer

did not perceive

the most refrangible colors, the green, blue, violet.

purely physiological imperfection, or was
a faulty analysis, caused

it

Was

this a

rather psychological

by a more objective

vision,

and a

;

less

'

Seat of Intelligence," No. 150 of

of soul-life just as
tion of a carriage

much

as there

drawn by two

is

a unitary direction in the

horses.

We

mo-

need neither search

of consciousness as did Descartes,
nor must we accept Dr. Brown-Sequard's view of the duality of
for a single unique organ

the soul.
of the

We

the best explanation of the co-operation

shall find

two hemispheres

in the

mechanism of

vision.

FERTILIZATION.

tion, accordingly,

this formula.

The Organ

of Consciousness and the
The Open Court, p. 2380, et.
seqq. Consciousness is explained on p. 23S2 of The Open Court as
"a common direction of mind-activity." We have not two souls
as Dr. Brown-Sequard seems to suggest, but innumerable elements
Man's scul-activity is
of soul-life animating the whole organism.
concentrated in the two hemispheres and the organic unity of all
There is unity
these souls is constituted by their common action.

especially in the chapter

'

BY

J.

H.

TEMPLE

Said the Bee to the Blossom

:

— " How useful,

my

friend.

Are you pretty flowers on when we depend
For the sweets that support us the long Winter through."
Then the Blossom replied, with a smile and a nod,
'•
I'm sure you will think it exceedingly odd.
But I've frequently had the same thought about you
For without your agreeable visits, my friend.
:

All

we blossoms must come

to

a celibate's end."

—

—

—

—
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